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Are you looking for real challenges? Want to shoot to the top of the profession? No problem - with
FERCHAU AVIATION. As a specialised division of FERCHAU, the market leader in engineering and it,
we stand for competence in the aerospace industry. We always have the right solution for our
renowned customers. Together, we ensure quality of the highest level.

Software Developer (m/f)
Munich Area

Creative and structured - your field of work is tailor-made.
Exciting projects in the field of software development in the aerospace industry
Many fields of activity in the area of application or hardware-related development
Participation in the design and development of complex software
Carrying out different test procedures
Cooperation in system integration
Target-oriented and personal - your development opportunities are unique.
Development of expert competence
Employee events
Interdisciplinary continuous education offer of the Group Academy

You have a top qualification - your profile is proof of this.
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Degree in Computer Science or a comparable field of study
First practical experience in programming (also possible through internships or as a working student)
Initial knowledge in the area of object-oriented software development with Java or C ++ as well as in
the area of the operating systems Linux or Windows
Good knowledge of written and spoken English
Fascination for the aerospace industry
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Our offer sounds just right for you? Then we look forward to your application - please send it online to
Mrs. Raphaela Weingart using the key number AV89-17224-AVMUC. Because what's valid for our
customers has always been valid for you: follow your fascination!
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Why just do a job when you can take off with passion.

